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Selection of the Project Activity: The roots of our chosen topic came from an issue that
we saw every day on the roads, an issue that left our hearts heavy every time we drove
through a green light, leaving a homeless soul helpless on the sidewalk. A soul that would
never have the freedom to solve their problems because they never had the chance. Even
when we were younger, we would look out of icy car windows at homeless men and
women who stood with cardboard signs, paper-thin clothes clinging to their shivering
bodies, thinking -- this is wrong. Now, as high schoolers and a part of the HOSA
organization, we decided to jump at this opportunity that we have waited so long to take.
Homelessness is a growing problem in King County, experiencing more than 22,100
episodes in 2017 alone (Davila, 2019). Nationally, 564,708 people are homeless on any
given night, 45% of which have mental illnesses (Dr. E. Fuller Torrey, 2019). An increase
in alcohol and drug abuse and higher levels of psychiatric distress can result from the
combination of mental health illnesses and homelessness (Peter Tarr Ph.D., 2018). A
way to alleviate some stress for the homeless is to provide clothing that will protect them
from exposure to the elements and help them maintain their self-image
(NationalHomeless, 2013). These people in need often turn to nearby shelters for support,
and that is where our project comes in.
Goal, Accomplishments, Effectiveness and Impact: Our goal is to educate our
academic peers and the general community of King County about the mental healthrelated struggles faced by homeless people. We encouraged Juanita students, parents
and staff members to get involved by asking for donations for our clothing
drive, also partnering with Cyan Swim Academy and Value Village. After spreading the
message through posters, cards, announcements, and flyers, we collected over
500 clothing items– worth over $3,000 – and sent them to local homeless shelters, the
Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) and the Ronald United Methodist Church.
To further spread the word about homelessness to the community, we created bookmarks
with information about how to get involved that were distributed at the KCLS Redmond
Library and hung up informational flyers in five Microsoft buildings. As our city was the
first in the US to experience the COVID-19 pandemic, we immediately turned our focus
towards providing proper sanitation as to prevent an outbreak amongst the homeless
population. We held an online shirt fundraiser, raising $4,590, in which we used to
create over 600 hygiene care packages for six different homeless shelters. With the help
of our partnerships with local businesses such as the Glass Distillery and Bob’s Liquors
and donations from community members, we were also able to include durable masks
and hand sanitizer into the packs. Moreover, we donated a meal to the New Bethlehem
Day Center, and provided items directly to many different relief organizations, such
as Tent City 3, Amara Foster Care, Seattle Humane Shelter, and REACH. Also, we
partnered with a local bubble tea shop, Shake it, in which they gave 50% of the profits
from Mango Milk Tea sales to our organization over two days. This amounted to $75. By
the completion of our project, we raised approximately $11,000. Not only did we bring
awareness to over 10,000 members of the community, we were finally able to fulfil our
aspirations of helping those souls that were just a window away.
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